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Context

◦ Carclaze Community Primary School is a large two-

form entry primary school in the centre of  St.Austell, 

Cornwall, England. 

◦ Reading for Pleasure has been a the heart of  Carclaze

Community Primary School for a number of  years 

driven by a head teacher who is passionate about the 

impact this can have on children’s lives. As a new 

member of  staff  to the school I was excited to embark 

on the Reading for Pleasure journey with our new 

Foundation Stage children.



OU Research inspiration and rationale

Reading for pleasure pedagogy:  Social reading environments

◦ As I was welcomed into a school with reading for pleasure at its 
heart, and would be welcoming new children and families to this 
myself  within our school community, I chose to build my project 
around this reading for pleasure pedagogy.

◦ I chose to focus on the social reading environment component to 
ensure that our classroom provision facilitated strong reading for 
pleasure and that our new children and families knew that this was a 
priority for us.

◦ I was keen to maximize our facilities at school to develop a love of  
reading with our children but to also wanted to take advantage of  
our local environment to show children how reading environments 
surround them. I wanted to encourage children to seek out their own 
places to read.



Aims

◦ To develop an inclusive and inspiring 

environment around reading as part of  the 

children’s regular provision that feels comfortable 

to them and that they access freely. Hygge!

◦ To encourage other staff, parents, families and 

wider community to engage positively with 

reading within our environments.

◦ To encourage children to independently seek out 

their own reading for pleasure environments.

Hygge: 
describes a mood of cosiness and with 
feelings of wellness and contentment.

The word hygge comes from a Danish word 
meaning "to give courage, comfort, joy"



Outline

◦ Developed a class favourites box

◦ Encouraged recommendations 
from children, staff  and parents.

◦ Invited in governors, parents and 
other classes.

◦ Hygge book corner and 
discussion about where we like to 
read and why

◦ Children had the opportunity to 
create their own reading dens

◦ Guest storytellers

◦ Bedtime stories sent out

◦ Workshop for parents

◦ Donations!

◦ Evening of  Storytelling

◦ Big Beach Readathon

◦ Library Visit

◦ UKLA Book Awards Entry



Class Favourites Box to Share Confidently

Children collaboratively created their ‘class favourites’ box. This has 

changed throughout the year as we have explored new titles and authors. 

The children make recommendations for this and discuss their views on 

why, or why not, it should be placed in our favourites box .



Others Invited to Read Aloud

We have opened up our environment to governors, families, other year groups 

and the wider staff  community to develop a love of  reading and to share our 

love of  reading beyond our classroom.



Hygge Book Corner

We have developed the book corner to feel open, airy and homely. We wanted 

the children to feel relaxed in the environment and to feel a level of  ownership 

over it. We talked to the children about what makes them feel comfortable, 

where they would like to read and where they feel most at home. We then 

developed the provision to reflect their desires.



Outdoor Reading Opportunities and Bedtime Stories

We have used our outdoor area to provide places for the children to read, 

opportunity for them to construct their own cosy nooks to read in and 

supplied a range of  books and stories linked to outdoor learning.

We sent home bedtime stories to families to encourage enjoyment of  texts 

and to help develop cosy reading situations within their homes.



Guest Storytellers and Workshops

We requested that our wider staff  community signed up to come into our Foundation Unit to 
read their favourite stories as one of  our ‘guest storytellers’. This was a big event for the children 

who enjoyed the anticipation of  having a storytelling chair set up awaiting their arrival.

Our reading workshop for parents discussed the importance of  Phonics equally with the value in 
reading for pleasure. We wanted parents to maintain or begin reading bedtime stories providing 
wonderful plots and wide vocabulary alongside supporting early decoding and encoding skills.



Hygge Feeling: Donations! 
Making a tepee for children to read in gave them an opportunity to explore hygge. They 
immediately took of  their shoes, collected cushions and blankets alongside their chosen 

stories. 

Donations were made to us from a parent offering us stories that they had duplicates of. 
Another parent who works at Tesco was able to source some wonderful Jubilee books 
for us as part of  their community project work. We were also gifted our storytelling 

chair from a couple, who once were informed about our project, said that ‘ We could not 
possibly think of  a better use for it .”



Evening of  Storytelling

Our evening of  storytelling led the children on a wonderful adventure in and out of  
texts led by their magical guides. The lights were low, there was a quiet magic in the air 
and the children collected an artefact rom each storyteller to remind them. They used 

this to recall the story and the event when talking to their parents.

‘The evening is inspired by Wildworks Theatre 

(Wolf ’s Child) where children will experience 

storytelling in an immersive setting. We will use 

music, scent, artefacts and high quality texts to 

bring the experience to life and to make it 

memorable for the children. Storytelling adults 

will become magical beings and stay in role 

whilst reading a story. Other members of  staff  

will be storytelling guides. These will be trusted 

adults leading the children through the 

experience and enjoying the magic that this 

brings alongside them.’





Library Visit

Our visit to the local library as a year group encouraged many parents to sign up 

for library cards and to revisit the library with their children. 



The Big Beach Family Readathon

The Big Beach Readathon was an opportunity to read in a new environment and 

opened reading for pleasure up beyond our immediate classrooms. We were 

thrilled by the turnout.



UKLA Book Awards

This year we entered the UKLA book awards when we explored ‘One Fox’. The children 
really enjoyed this story and we were awarded a runners up prize of  ten free high quality 

books. The children were keen to read these books sent to us.



Impact
◦ Children who began the year as reluctant readers have now been 

observed choosing to access books independently. They have 
retold familiar stories confidently, re-enacted familiar tales, made 
recommendations to each other and staff  and have talked 
confidently about what they plan to read next.

“I am going to read The Hungry Caterpillar to my friends in 
the book corner…It is really funny when the caterpillar eats 
everything and he turns into a big fat caterpillar…I think that 
(child’s name) will like that bit!”

◦ Parents appreciate the value reading for pleasure has and are 
focused on this alongside phonic development in equal measure. 
Families have contributed book donations, supported booknics
and some have requested recommended book lists.

Children have talked in their classes about places where they like to 
read at home and have built their own dens to read in.



Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on 
practice

My practice has developed hugely as a result of  embarking on this project. I often encourage children 
to share their thoughts on where they like to read and why. Hearing their voice clearly helps me to 
plan and create suitable reading areas to meet the needs of  our children rather than assuming where 
they like to read based on my own schemas. Revamping our book corner to feel calm with a sense of  
cosiness (hygge) has lead to many more children accessing this area freely and independently and we 
have seen a significant uptake in the number of  children choosing to read. Children are much more 
confident to talk about books now and have mature discussions about them with their peers. It is a 
delight to see children respectfully talking about what they like/dislike about certain text, making 
recommendations to each other and confidently discussing new titles for our class favourites box. 
Personally I am able to confidently articulate the value of  Reading for Pleasure with very personal 
examples of  children’s attitudes towards reading changing as a result. 

On reflection I feel that I wavered between many elements of  the key reading TaRs as they are so 
interlinked. Being new to the school and my role as Early Years Lead I was keen to get involved and 
would sometimes try and do too much at once. I have learnt that doing a little and doing it well has 
much more of  a significant and long-lasting impact.

For my next steps I would like to continue researching reading environments that support wellbeing 
within the natural Cornish environment. I would like to research Shinrin Yoku and explore the idea of  
reading in the forest as part of  this. As our Evening of  Storytelling was so successful I aim to roll this 
out across the school. In September we will also be welcoming 60 new Reception children into our 
setting and I would also like to support our new families in building a reading for pleasure culture and 
help them to understand its importance.


